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An Overview
Recruitment process outsourcing (RPO) is a recognised specialist service that allows a client to outsource
some or all of their recruitment functions. As a leading RPO provider that specialises in the Asian
marketplace, Consult Group leverages a combination of strategy, technology, detailed local knowledge,
resources and vendor management to improve a client’s recruitment process.
Operating as the client’s internal recruitment function and strategic partner, we work closely with our
clients to improve the recruitment efficiencies of quality of hire, speed of delivery and cost containment.
RPO is rapidly evolving, from transaction and cost-based saving agendas to best-in-class management
models. RPO enables organisations to efficiently meet their escalating enterprise-wide needs for high
performance talent while simultaneously and dramatically improving recruiting efficiencies.
Consult Group has been providing recruitment services to the Asian marketplace for more than 14 years.
We have delivered RPO services in 6 countries, in 1st tier cities, 2nd tier cities and remote locations.
Consult Group designs RPO solutions to balance our client’s internal and external talent resource to
maximise momentum. We add to this resource and use this combined momentum to drive cost effectiveness
and skills optimisation. Consult Group can integrate seamlessly into your HR organisation to deliver an
end-to-end solution.

”combination of strategy, technology, detailed local
knowledge, resources and vendor management.”
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Steps To Success – The Components of an
Outsourced Recruitment Process
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1. Process Design
Every RPO starts with a thorough review of client’s current end-to-end recruitment process via
the conduct of a “Recruitment Process Audit”. Change Management is an essential component of
programme design and rollout.

2. Recruitment Strategy
All hiring needs shall be analysed by business, position and location. Data and knowledge about the
client’s company and industry sector is combined with our best practise methodology and local on-theground experience to identify the most effective delivery model.

3. Candidate Sourcing/Talent Acquisition
Consult Group adopts an innovative matrix approach to source both active and passive candidates.
Our flexible sourcing methodology encompasses talent acquisition methods including direct sourcing,
tailored media advertising, associations and alumni groups, social media, careers fairs and road shows
and more.

4. Screening and Assessment
In addition to traditional competency based and behavioural interview techniques, we also use skills &
ability and personality assessments to gain a deeper understanding into a candidate’s capabilities. This
results in smart, accurate hiring decisions and reduced turnover.
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5. Hiring
Interview scheduling, debriefing, communications with candidates and managers, negotiations and
offers are all managed and tracked through the online processes. All are managed to meet or exceed
metrics for faster, less expensive hiring.

6. On-Boarding
Our on-boarding services ensure new employees assimilate easier and reach productivity faster.
Our intention is to provide the most positive conclusion to the new hire experience.

7. Technology Alignment
We can either walk in with a pre-aligned applicant tracking system (ATS) or integrate with a client’s
existing system. Alternatively we can recommend and manage any recruitment technology for the
clients business. We are aligned with the leading ATS providers for fast and efficient implementation.
Applicant tracking systems can be supported locally on-site, or can be cloud based. We can manage
all back up and data security.

8. Metrics and Reporting
We use metrics to monitor assess and improve key aspects of RPO performance. Accurate data
collection and reporting is just the first step. Our approach to metrics is the basis for fact-based
decision-making and continuous program improvement. In addition to data analysis we also hold
regular meetings with stake holders to insure that the objectives of the process are being met.

”Consult Group adopts an innovative matrix approach
to source both active and passive candidates.”
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Why Use RPO?
According to a recent Aberdeen Group survey, respondents stated that the top three business priorities
required for business success are, “executing business strategy”, speech marks...“reducing operating costs”
and “recruiting, retaining, and developing a great workforce”. These requirements can be delivery with an
effective RPO implementation.

“The benefits of RPO range from increased
productivity at the hiring manager level to providing
scalable augmentation to the client’s HR staff based
on fluctuation recruitment needs.
Aberdeen Group

• Increase expertise and
innovation
• Link recruitment to
broader talent pool
• Improved supplier
management and
process management
• Harness new tools
and systems &
methodologies

• Improved time to fill
• Improved quality of hire
• Improved hiring manager
efficientcy and skill
• Reduced turnover
• Increase in supplier
compliance and reduction
in supplier cost

WIDER BENEFITS

• Access to a wider labour
market

IMMEDIATE BENEFITS

DESIRED FEATURE

RPO can deliver the following features and benefits:
• Focus on core business
• Increased customer
service and revenue
• Improved brand image
• Reduce total cost
• Enable continuous
improvement

• Improved visibility and
reporting

• Reduced recruitment
cost

Access to a Wider Market
One of the key drivers for RPO is to improve access to talent. Consult Group uses a comprehensive range
of candidate sourcing methodologies and candidate attraction channels to attract both a large and wide
talent pool of both active and passive candidates.
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Increased Expertise and Innovation
Consult Group can help to strengthen a client’s employment brand and employment value proposition by
developing innovative and unique talent acquisition strategies. These include designing different strategies
to attract specific components of a workforce or a workforce spread across an extended geography. Consult
Group designs strategies that navigate the confusing and ever changing talent landscape by using our
detailed market insight.

Improved Supplier Management
Numerous efficiencies and cost savings can be gained from transferring the responsibility for supplier
management to Consult Group. Consult Group can look to enhance outcomes by assisting a client in
achieving the optimal recruitment supplier structure for their business.

Harness New Tools, Systems and Methodologies
Many clients choose to leverage Consult Group’s expertise in selecting and utilising recruitment systems
and tools such as Applicant Tracking Systems and online psychometric testing services in addition to
efficient recruitment methodologies. Consult Group is flexible in that we are able to provide our own inhouse product, work with existing systems or make recommendations for alternatives.

Reduced Recruitment Cost
While cost is not the primary factor that drives many organisations to outsource it is certainly an important
consideration. Cost reductions may vary due to the initial scope for improvement, success of the RPO
implementation and the methodology and timeframe for calculating savings; however industry data
suggests that savings of 25-30% per hire can be achieved from a successful RPO implementation.

DIRECT COST SAVINGS

INDIRECT COST SAVINGS

• Reduced salary rates from improved market

• Improved time to fill

comparision

• Improved quality of hire

• Reduced recruitment volume from increased

• Improved hiring manager efficientcy and skill

retention due to better candidate fit

• Reduced turnover

• Reduced volume via agencies due to
increased internal mobility and preidentified candidates

• Increase in supplier compliance and reduction
in supplier cost

• Reduced agency fee per hire by reducing

• Improved visibility and reporting

agency effort in the process

“industry data suggests that savings of 25-30% per hire
can be achieved from a successful RPO implementation.”
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Why Consult Group?
Feedback from our customers as to the reasons for choosing Consult Group include;
• Experience and proven success
• Our physical in country presence
• Our immediately available human resource
• Our willingness to take on business risk and to make a KPI improvement commitment
• Our experience in driving cost savings and commitment to achieving agreed targets
• Our Asian footprint and detailed hands-on knowledge of a broad selection of complex Asian markets
• Our stability
• Our expertise in core industries
• Our extensive existing database of candidates and detailed knowledge of local talent pools
• Our flexible applicant tracking system and our ability to walk in and be operational from the start.
• Our detailed knowledge of local labour legislation and legislation compliant processes.
• Our extensive array of recruitment services and the proven expertise of our senior management.

“recruiting, retaining, and developing a great workforce.”
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About Consult Group
Consult Group is a leading human capital solutions provider that specialises in the Asia Pacific marketplace.
We source, select, appraise and recruit talented Human Capital for a wide variety of clients at middle, senior
and executive levels of management and technical positions, covering a broad range of industry sectors
and diversity of cultures. Consult Group enables our clients to maximize their commercial endeavours by
attracting and securing the most capable of individuals.
We have always placed an emphasis on building long-term client relationships. Our success in this regard
is demonstrated by a high level of repeat business with existing clients.
To find out more about our Asia Recruitment Solutions and our contact information, please visit:

www.consultgroup.net
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